Pre-Publication list\textsuperscript{1}

1. Journals, conferences, magazines, etc.; peer-reviewed (listed in Scopus or Web-of-science)
   - If these are already published, then there is no need for further specification
   - If these are already accepted, but haven’t been published yet: state „(accepted)“ after the reference

2. Journals, conferences, magazines, etc.; not/not yet peer-reviewed
   - If these are already published, then there is no need for further specification
   - If these are already accepted, but haven’t been published yet: state „(accepted)“ after the reference
   - If these are already submitted, but have not been accepted yet: state „(in review process + journal, etc. where the publication was been submitted)“ after the reference, a pre-print version is preferable and here can be stated (e.g. mediaTUM, ResearchGate,…)

**Patents:** Can be mentioned additionally (patents with the status „examination request has been filed“ or „submitted“ should not be stated here).
   - If these are „granted“, then the status „granted“ needs to be stated
   - If these are „open“, then the status „open“ needs to be stated

**Theses/Studienarbeiten:** Supervised theses are only mentioned in the CV as an extra category – if preferred – but not in the pre-publication list or in the dissertation without citation. Theses that are used in the dissertation, have to be stated as references (see Good Scientific Practice). If a joint publication has emerged from supervised thesis, please list it in point 1 or 2 of the pre-publication list.

**Further publications:** which are not relevant for the submitted dissertation can be listed in the CV (under publications).

**Planned publications:** which are „in preparation“ are not allowed to be included in the pre-publication list.

\textsuperscript{1} A PRE-publication list includes all publications which contain relevant topics for the dissertation and must be stated obligatory according to the Regulations for the Award of Doctoral Degrees. If there aren’t any pre-publications, add this template to your dissertation with the information that no relevant pre-publications occurred.